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EvOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENTAL 
BIOWGY AND INTELLIGENT DESIGN 
Scott F Gilbert 
Biology is a young science, and it cannot discern Truth. However, in its attempts 
to explain the world's biodiversity, it has gathered evidence for a remarkable theory 
of change, called evolution. This theory of organic change has been tested nu-
merous times, and it has survived each challenge. Currently, a challenge is being 
made by Intelligent Design, a set of ideas that is not science, but which frequently 
masquerades as such. The Church, and indeed any intelligent person, should be 
highly suspicious of the claims of Intelligent Design. First, the proponents of In-
telligent Design (ID) do not present a counter-theory to evolution. Second, they 
celebrate ignorance rather than knowledge. Third, proponents of!ntelligent De-
sign ofren base their criticisms of evolutionary theory on assumptions or models 
that scientists have already disproved or abandoned (but which might sound rea-
sonable to a person who has not been trained in science). And fourth, the rheo-
logical argument from design is limited to proving the existence of a skillful 
mechanic, and not a God of mercy or judgment. 
1. Some scientific reasons to be wary of intelligent design 
Intelligent Design ignores the actual science of evolutionary biology and has 
not hypothesized anything to replace it. The new research into the mechanisms 
by which new anatomical forms can occur (evolutionary developmental biology) 
is being conspicuously evaded by the proponents of!D. Certain Intelligent Design 
proponents have realized that evolutionary developmental biology proposes a sci-
entific explanation for the formation oflarge changes in animal form, and there-
fore that it constitutes a serious threat to design theorists. So this body of 
knowledge is either ignored or (as we will see below) reported in a remarkably 
creative and unscientific manner. Moreover, Intelligent Design proponents have 
not put forth any testable alternative to evolution; nor has ID any program to 
discover anything. Unlike earlier design theorists such as William Kirby (1836; see 
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below), who used design to further science ( rhe more detailed our knowledge of 
the contrivance, the more glory to its Creator), Intelligent Design is anti-science, 
an active denial that science can explain the natural world rhrough non-teleolog-
ical and non-supernatural processes. 
One of the major reasons that scientists do not want to get involyed in disputes 
about Intelligent Design is that rhere is nothing scientific to counter in such de-
bates. In the trial in Dover, Pennsylvania, biochemist Michael Behe could not de-
fine what a scientific mechanism would be in Intelligent Design, and he ended up 
confessing that astrology would be considered a science under his framework. An 
evolutionary biologist who wants to understand how kestrels can catch voles from 
such a high altitude can point to a mutation in the kestrels' opsin gene, which en-
ables the bird to see in rhe ultraviolet. This mutation would give those kestrels hav-
ing it an advantage over those lacking it, since voles' urine trails fluoresce in the 
ultraviolet and their homes can thereby be identified from the air (see Carroll 
2008). The Intelligent Design proponent can only say that the Designer wanted 
the kestrel to see vole urine and so changed its retinal pigments. So one major 
reason evolutionary biologists don't take ID seriously is that design advocates pro-
pose no scientific mechanisms to explain biodiversity or adaptation. 
The second reason most scientists don't see ID as a scientific alternative to evo-
lution is that it does not respect the rules of evidence. Scientists just can't make 
things up. If a hypothesis is shown to be false, it must be retracted or its propo-
nents must demonstrate that the criticism is not conclusive. This is not the case 
for Intelligent Design. I'll again use the works of Michael Behe as an example, 
since he is one of the few scientists in this movement and was the chief witness 
for ID and the Dover Trial. Bebe's book Darwins Black Box (I 996) makes certain 
declarative statements about nature and about scientists' ignorance concerning 
how bacterial flagella and the vertebrate eye could have possibly evolved. Each 
one of these assertions has been falsified, and people like Brown University biol-
ogist (and practicing Catholic) Kenneth Miller have repeatedly and publicly crit-
icized Bebe's work for being scientifically wrong (see The TalkOrigins Archive 
2006; Miller and Levine 2002). Scientists actually know a lot about the things that 
Behe claims we don't know anything about. Behe states emphatically that the bac-
terial flagellum is so remarkably constructed that its component parts could not 
have evolved for separate functions. They would all have had to evolve concur-
rently, and this would indicate an "end", since they would have no function in-
dividually. Biologists actually have excellent evidence that each of rhe components 
of rhe bacterial flagellum actually had a separate function, and in some bacteria, 
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they still perform these ancestral functions. Similarly, Behe claims that the com-
ponent proteins of the complement cascade of the human immune system are so 
perfecrly integrated that these component parts could not have existed separately 
and if you remove any one of them, the system falls apart. Scientists have known 
for years that the complement system is a jerry-rigged amalgamation of proteins 
that have had separate functions elsewhere, and that there are several organisms 
that have fully functional complement cascades despite lacking one or more of 
these parts. One of the basic principles of scientific evidence is that if you make 
a statement and it is subsequently proven wrong, you retract it (or at least do not 
include it in newer versions of one's hypotheses). Behe's refusal to consider the 
mountains of evidence that counter his statements makes it very difficult to take 
him seriously as a scientist. 
Another scientist who plays unscientific games with data is Jonathan Wells. The 
Reverend Dr. Jonathan Wells (his ordination is from Sun Myung Moon's Unifi-
cation Church) has a PhD in developmental biology, and he was told by Moon 
to enter biology in order to obtain evidence against evolution (Wells 2005; Pigli-
ucci 2002). One of his pieces of evidence against evolution (and evolutionary de-
velopmental biology) is a remarkable experiment that he claims disproves the 
notion that genes have anything to do with development or evolution. According 
to his website (Wells 2005): 
My experiments focused on a reorganization of the egg cytoplasm after fer-
tilization which causes the embryo to elongate into a tadpole; ifI blocked the 
reorganization, the result was a ball of belly cells; if! induced a second reor-
ganization after the first, I could produce a two-headed tadpole. Yet this reor-
ganization had nothing to do with the egg's DNA, and proCeeded quite well 
even in its absence (though the embryo eventually needed its DNA to supply 
it with additional proteins). 
So DNA does not program the development of the embryo. 
Is this the undoing of evolutionary developmental biology? Does this demolish 
the Modern Synthesis that brought together genes and evolution? No. The actual 
explanation for this result is simple, but may not be obvious to a person who has 
not had biological training. Here's rhe trick: the early development of the frog 
doesn't have a thing to do with its nuclear genome. In the species he was using, 
the nuclear genome is not even active until the twelfth cell division. Rather, the 
early development of the frog is governed by its mothers genome! The mother's 
genes, active in the oocyte (while it is in the mother's ovary), encode the protein 
P-catenin. The localization of this transcription factor protein is the first step in 
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forming the head. If you degrade ~-catenin during the first division, no head will 
form; if you reposition it by rotation towards the end of first division, two heads 
will form, one in the original position and one in the new position (see Gilbert 
2006 for details of these experiments). Thus, genes are critical in both evolution 
and development. Does Wells know about ~-catenin and its role in forming heads? 
Yes-he is co-author on the paper that proved it (Rowning eta!. 1997). However, 
he is trying to fool people into believing that genes play no role in development 
(and thus in evolution) by ignoring the data and pulling the wool over the eyes 
of citizens who have no idea what's going on inside the embryo. Certainly there 
is no absence of scientific knowledge in understanding how these frog embryos 
can get rwo heads; nor is there any hint oflntelligent Design; just good old-fash-
ioned genes working in the oocyte as they have been known to work since the ge-
neticist Alfred Sturtevant first proposed maternal effect genes in 1923. 
Ironically, Wells, Behe, and others have claimed loudly and often that the dia-
grams of Ernst Haeckel (which show the similarities of all vertebrates during the 
early stages of their development) are fraudulent. Moreover, they claim that these 
diagrams get repeated so often in evolutionary biology textbooks because evolu-
tionary biologists have no real evidence and must therefore be reduced to using 
these fraudulent pictures (see Wells 2000; Miller and Levine 2005). Of course, 
Haeckel's diagrams were teaching tools (from the late 1800!), and evolutionary bi-
ology was never based on them. Moreover, to say that evolution is false because 
someone's illustrations are wrong is like saying that Christianity is falsified by Tit-
ian's painting a much-revered Madonna whose red gown could never have been 
worn in first-century Judea. 
The third reason why biologists do not particularly think that Intelligent Design 
is a scientific alternative to evolution is that it celebrates ignorance. ID proponents 
like to say that they are in a long tradition that goes back to natural theology. 
Natural Theology is a critically important philosophical and religious position, 
and it was one of the founding motivations for doing science. Reading a textbook 
such as Rev. William Kirby's On the Power, Wisdom and Goodness of God as Man-
ifested in the Creation of Animals and in Their History, Habits and Instincts (Bridg~-
water Treatise 7; 1836) is to read good science based on careful observation. 
However, it differs from contemporary science in giving a final cause for these 
adaptations. Thus, one will find in Kirby a detailed analysis of the bird feather, 
ending with a paean to the Creator who made such feathers for the use of birds 
and for the enjoyment of mankind. In natural theology, the more detailed the sci-
ence, the greater glory to the Creator; natural theology did not fear science: indeed 
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it helped create science. Newton, Boyle, and other members of the Royal Society 
of London were prominent natural theologians. 
In contrast, Duane Gish (1985), the leader of the Creation Science movement 
that was the direct predecessor to Intelligent Design (Forrest and Gross 2004), 
wrote, "We do not know how the Creator created, what processes He used, or He used 
processes which are not now operating anywhere in the natural universe. This is why 
we refer to creation as special creation. We cannot discover by scientific investi-
gations anything about the creative processes used by the Creator." [Gish's italics]. 
While natural theology was a goad and motivation for discovery, Intelligent De-
sign pronounces ignorance as our wisdom. 
Having established ignorance as wisdom, Intelligent Design promotes super-
stition as science, generating ideas like teaching astrology in science classes. As 
Judge Jones summarized it in his decision that prevented ID from being taught 
as science: 
ID is predicated on supernatural causation, as we previously explained and as 
various expert testimony revealed ... ID cakes a natural phenomenon and, instead 
of accepting or seeking a natural explanation, argues chat the explanation is su-
pernatural ... Further support for the conclusion that ID is predicated on super-
natural causation is found in the ID reference book to which ninth grade biology 
students are directed, Pandas. Pandas states, in pertinent part, as follows: Darwin-
ists object to the view of Intelligent Design because it does not give a natural 
cause explanation of how the various forms oflife started in the first place. Intel-
ligent Design means chat various forms of life began abruptly, through an intel-
ligent agency, with their distinctive features already intact - fish with fins and 
scales, birds with feathers, beaks, and wings, etc ... Stated another way, ID posits 
that animals did nor evolve naturally through evolutionary means but were cre-
ated abruptly by a non-natural, or supernatural, designer ... Professor Fuller 
agreed chat ID aspires to "change the ground rules" of science and lead defense 
expert Professor Behe admitted that his broadened definition of science, which 
encompasses ID, would also embrace astrology. 1 
The fourth reason scientists do not feel that Intelligent Design is scientific is that 
it is based on fallacious assumptions. For instance, some of!D's most powerful ar-
guments depend on a simple statistical fallacy: the assumption of an endpoint, or 
telos. William Dembski (1998), for instance, claims that it is impossible to evolve 
a particular prorein because it has 100 amino acids and the chance of this occur-
1 See www.pamd.uscourts.gov/kitzmiller/kitzmil1er_342.pdf, 67-68. 
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ring randomly is 1 in 10020 since there can be any one of twenty amino acids in 
any position. Multiply that by all the proteins in the body and one can see that 
the body is indeed impossible. In fact, Dembski vastly underestimates the likeli-
hood. Let's say that your mother ovulated 500 eggs during her life and that your 
father produced 1012 sperm. The chances of you being born, then, are 1 in 5 x 1014• 
Now the chance that your father is who he is also is about 1 in 5 x 1014 , as is the 
chance of your specific mother being born. So the chances of your grandparents 
giving rise to you is I in 1028• Taking this back even a few thousand years, and you 
have odds that are preposterous that you could ever exist. (So why should one 
argue with Intelligent Design proponents? They logically cannot exist!) 
The fallacy behind their statistics is the assumed endpoint. Evolution does not 
have an endpoint. The chances of someone being born from the union of your 
mother and father are rather high. The probability that the person will be someone 
with your particular genotype is astronomically low. Similarly, evolution does not 
care what the sequence of a protein is as long as it does its function. In some 
species, a particular protein is a metabolic enzyme in the liver. In other species, the 
same protein can be used as a structural protein in the lens to focus light upon the 
retina. Some species of fly use a protein called Bicoid to specify that the part of 
the embryo closest to the nurse cells becomes the head. In other flies, a protein 
called Hunchback will do the same job equally well. If one deletes the ~-galactosi-
dase gene in bacteria, the bacteria will die if fed only lactose sugar. (The ~-galac-
tosidase protein encoded by this gene breaks down lactose into simple sugars that 
can be metabolized for energy.) However, if you first mutate these bacteria, some 
of them will gain the ability to metabolize lactose and will survive on the all-
lactose diet. It turns out that some mutated genes will produce enzymes that have 
a small ability to metabolize lactose (see Miller and Levine 2005b). Within a few 
generations of selection, the bacteria can thrive on lactose. The enzymes have a dif-
ferent sequence than the original ~-galactosidase that had been deleted. But they 
did the job. 
Because of such supposed improbability, Dembski (2004) claims that "there are 
natural systems that cannot be adequately explained in terms of undirected natural 
forces and that exhibit features which in any other circumstance we would attrib-
ute to intelligence." Assuming that the purpose of science classes is to teach stu-
dents how to do science, and admitting that the ability to do mathematics is useful 
for doing science, the only value of such cases from the ID literature is as examples 
of how to avoid common scientific errors. 
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2. Some theological reasons to be wary of intelligent design 
Philosophers and Catholic theologians have a longstanding history of warning 
that design is a rickety pillar on which to ground one's beliefs. David Hume 
showed that the argument for God's existence from design was based on a selected 
set of analogies. A watch is to an intelligent human creator as a wing is to x. This 
x would have to be a remarkably higher intelligence. But Hume claimed rbat from 
such a finite analogy, one could at best extrapolate a powerful, but finite, god. 
Cardinal John Henry Newman (1870) extended this criticism, writing that "de-
sign teaches me power, skill, and goodness; not sanctity, not mercy, not a future 
judgmenr, which rbree are the essence of religion." 
Second, if one looks at the particulars by which an organism comes into being, 
then God often turns out to be a rather incompetent mechanic. The human 
genome, for instance, is littered with the refuse of unused genes (see Cartoll 2008). 
The noted paleonrological anatomist (and practicing Catholic) Peter Dodson 
(2006) writes elegantly about both rbe brillianr and poor engineering of vertebrate 
bodies. The placement of certain nerves and blood vessels reveals poor and waste-
ful planning from an engineering perspective, but these are easily explained evo-
lutionarily. The wanderings of the vagus nerve rbrough the thorax and abdomen 
look bizarre, but these peregrinations can be explained by the nerves originally 
having a direct route in fish, which didn't have a neck. Similar evolutionary ex-
planations explain numerous other "poorly designed" anatomical structures. 
A related point concerns theodicy, and this gave Darwin particular trouble. 
Writing to his friend, Joseph Hooker, Darwin (1856) noted, 
What a book a devil's chaplain might write on the clumsy wasteful, blun-
dering, low, and horribly cruel works of nature. 
To another friend, Harvard biologist Asa Gray, Darwin (1860) confided: 
I cannot persuade myself that a beneficent and omnipotent God would have 
designedly created the Ichneumonidae with the express intention of their feed-
ing within the living bodies of caterpillars. 
To make God the designer of animals is to give rbe deity rbe attributes of incom-
petence and malice. Evolutionary explanations are not only better science, they are 
also, as Dodson (2006) notes, "Da~in's gift to theology." 
Those rbeologians who would attempt to make God the director of evolution 
will often use conscious design as a substitute for chance and selection. This is a 
dangerous strategy, invoking a God of the gaps, who will become progressively 
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smaller as science expands. This strategy has often been directed against some of 
the extreme reductionist and economically based models of evolution (see, for in-
stance Rolston, 1999, writing against Dawkins). Bur such reductionist positions 
are becoming less tenable for scientific reasons (Gilbert and Epel 2009). Certainly, 
the idea that God the Designer duplicated the number of Hox genes so that ver-
tebrates could evolve and then specifically duplicated them again for the emer-
gence of teleost fishes (but not for amphibians, reptiles, or mammals) sounds 
ludicrous. The German/Brazilian naturalist Fritz Millier (1869), surveying some 
of the changes in crustacean body plans, wrote that such manipulations "would 
certainly never appear to anyone to be a pastime worthy of the Deity." Chance and 
selection play major roles in evolution. As Darwin steadfastly argued (against 
Lyell, Gray and others), Divine guidance was not compatible with an evolutionary 
biology based on natural selection. It may be a· religious strategy for allowing sci-
ence and religion to co-exist, but it is faith, not science. 
3, Wonder: a modern alliance of science and religion 
Natural theology had provided a way of bringing science and religion together. 
Are there ways now to unite these two areas in common cause, without sacrificing 
their differences? Let me suggest that there is a "common ancestor" of both science 
and religion, and that by acknowledging this common descent, science and reli-
gion can become allies. This common ancestor is "wonder," and according to the 
religious philosopher Abraham Joshua Heschel (1955; 1966), it is wonder that 
makes us human. It is our ability to be grateful and to appreciate. Bur wonder has 
a short half-life, and it decays rapidly into two critical principles, awe and curiosity. 
From awe, we derive our reverence and religion; from curiosity, we derive our 
philosophy and science. (Indeed, Aristotle and Plato agreed that wonder is the 
font of our curiosity about the world.) The English word "wonder" is used in 
both cases: (1) "I wonder ... " (2) It is "wonderful." So both science and religion 
are related, having a common progenitor, wonder (Gilbert and Faber 1996). And 
science and religion, the products of wonder, are also specific human traits. This 
also means that science and religion must be allies in maintaining sources of won-
der, for without such sources, we would cease being human. Indeed, in 1955 (p. 
46), Heschel sounded a warning, ''As civilization advances, the sense of wonder 
declines. Such decline is an alarming symptom of our state of mind. Humankind 
will not perish for want of information; but only for want of appreciation." 
Few areas of experience are more imbued with wonder than development, especially 
human development. There appears to be something of the miraculous in every birth. 
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One person who analyzed this miraculous wonder was Moses Maimonides, rhe Jew-
ish philosopher, rabbi, and physician. He wrote (1190), "A pious man of my time 
would say that an angel of God had to enter the womb of a pregnant woman to 
mold the organs of the fetus ... This would constitute a miracle. But how much more 
of a miracle would it be if God had so empowered marter to be able to create the or-
gans of a fetus without having to employ an angel for each pregnancy?" 
If evolution is caused by changes in development, then we might wish to return 
to this analysis. If God had endowed matter with the ability to create embryos, 
then matter would also have the power to evolve. This seems in line with the 
model of self-assembly given by Stuart Kauffman (2008; this volume). Matter 
matters, and it has incredible formative abilities. Matter that can develop eggs 
into adults and that evolve into the world's biodiversity is truly something won-
derful on scientific, philosophical, and theological levels. Intelligent Design, how-
ever, is poor science coupled with poor theology, and should not be trusted as a 
critique of evolutionary biology. 
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